On the robust stabilization of nonlinear uncertain systems with incomplete state availability 
Introduction
The control problem of dynamical systems in the presence of uncertainties is one of the most common problems to deal with when considering real plants. In fact, a mathematical model of a real system provides only an approximate representation of actual phenomena.
Therefore, the real plant behavior is affected by uncertainties, whose effect on the system performance should be carefully taken into account. For this reason, in recent years the control of uncertain processes has gained great interest in the research community [1] [2] [3] [4] [5] [6] . Among them, the sliding mode control (SMC) methodology turns out to be characterized by high simplicity and robustness [5] [6] [7] [8] [9] . In its standard formulation, SMC implies discontinuous control actions, switching at very high (theoretically-infinite) frequency between values with opposite sign and with possible high magnitude. This regime leads to undesired high-frequency oscillations of the system output (chattering behavior), and cannot be physically implemented in mechanical systems controlled by forces or torques. Some control schemes devoted to avoid the above-cited drawback have been presented in the literature, among them those based on sliding observers [6, 10] , smoothing methods [5] , and second order SMC (2-SMC) [7, 9] . In the first case, the discontinuous control signal is confined in the observer dynamics, and therefore it doesn't affect the controlled plant directly [6, 10] . The second approach, probably the most intuitive, consists in eliminating the discontinuity of the control across the sliding manifold by means of smooth approximations (possibly with time-varying parameters) of the sign function [5] . In the third approach, the discontinuous control signal is the time derivative of the actual control input, which results in being continuous [7, 9, 11] .
All the above methods require the state to be completely available, and if this is not the case, the problem becomes a challenging one. Nonlinear state observers can be used to estimate the unavailable state, but they are difficult to implement when poor knowledge on the system dynamics is available. Moreover, the separation principle cannot be generally invoked in the nonlinear setting, and the stability of the overall system (observer-controllerplant) is generally hard to guarantee [12, 13] . Recently the separation principle was demonstrated for a given class of nonlinear system in case a "sufficiently fast" high gain observer is used for estimating the output derivatives, and a globally bounded state-feedback control is implemented [14] .
The objective of this paper is to achieve robust regulation of the system state by continuous feedback, in the presence of hard system uncertainties and with some state variables not measurable.
Consider the single-input nonlinear system ( )
where x=[x 1 x 2 … x n ] is the state vector, u(t)∈R is the control and f(x,t,u) is an uncertain smooth vector field.
Let the state vector be completely measurable, and choose a sliding manifold σ=σ(x,t)=0 such that the system motion constrained on such a manifold (which is referred in the literature as the "zero dynamics")
is globally asymptotically stable (GAS). Once the desired manifold is properly designed according to the above stability requirements, the goal is to force the σ variable to vanish in finite time by continuous state feedback.
It is easy to check that σ¥ and σ¥¥ can be expressed as
If the time derivative of the plant control, ( ) t u¨, is considered as the control variable [10, 15] , the 2-SMC approach allows to design a suitable discontinuous control signal ( ) t u¨ capable of steering both the sliding variable and its unavailable time derivative σ¥ to zero, so that the actual plant control u(t) is continuous and chattering is avoided (anti-chattering procedure) [7, 9, 11] .
If some state vector components are assumed not measurable, the above direct approach fails, and usually the presence of system uncertainties makes it very difficult to implement a state observer.
In this paper our attention is focused on the possibility of using sliding differentiators for state-feedback stabilization of nonlinear uncertain systems. Recently, special sliding mode observers performing robust differentiation of continuous smooth signals have been presented, either based on first order SMC (1-SMC) [16] or on 2-SMC [17] [18] [19] . In this paper a sliding differentiator and a sliding controller are combined, in order to deal with the regulation problem for a class of systems in the presence of uncertainty and incomplete state availability.
Given that the controlled plant has some particular structural properties, that is the unavailable state vector components can be expressed in terms of the time derivative of available quantities, an estimate of the state can be obtained by means of robust real-time differentiation, and the anti-chattering procedure in [11] can be applied considering the approximate sliding manifold ( )
where x is the estimated state vector. The following Section 2 is devoted to the full statement of the problem.
The observer and controller structures are recalled in Section 3, while in Section 4 the analysis of the overall observer-controller scheme is dealt with. Section 5 and 6 present some simulation results and discussions.
Problem formulation
Consider system (1), and assume that any solution of (1) is well-defined for all t, provided u(t) is bounded and continuous. Moreover, assume that a component of x(t), 
with c i , i= 1, 2, …, n-1, real positive constants such that
is a Hurwitz polynomial. Once on σ(x)=0, the system behaves like a reduced-order stable linear system and the control objective turns out to be asymptotically achieved.
Consider the first time derivative of σ(x), namely ( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) ( )
Set y 1 =σ and σ = 2 y , then the system dynamics (1), (6) along with the second order sliding variable dynamics can be rewritten in the form (14) which is verified in Euler-Lagrange systems, and rewrite the nonlinear dynamics (11) as (9), (11)- (14).
As to the uncertainties, assume that (16) where N, M, G 1, G 2 are positive constants, and that
where ( )
are known non-decreasing functions, which imply that the drift term ϕ(x,y 2 ,t) in (15) is bounded as follows:
As the state variable x n (t) is not measured, the sliding variable σ(x) is not available. The stabilization problem could be solved if an estimate of x n (t) is found, and both the estimation error with that of a reduced-order linear system driven by the sliding variable. Some 2-SMC algorithms with finite time convergence have been presented in the literature [7] , provided that an upper bound of the modulus of the drift term ϕ(x,y 2 ,t) in (15) can be found such that
where k M t , k=1,2,…, is the sequence of the time instants at which y 2 is zero, and t 0 is the initial control time. In this paper we refer to the "sub-optimal" 2-SMC algorithm [20] , which is recalled for the reader's convenience.
Consider system (1), (6) , (14) and assume that the control task is fulfilled by stabilizing the uncertain system (15), (16), (19) .
The first step of the 2-SMC approach is that of reaching a known region containing the sliding manifold (initialization phase). In the anti-chattering procedure (22) From this time instant on, the control derivative is defined according to the "sub-optimal" algorithm
and the finite-time reaching of the sliding set 0 = = σ σ , which implies the exponential convergence to zero of x, is ensured, provided that the controller parameters are tuned according to the following relationships [11, 20] :
As a consequence of the fact that an overestimate of
can be simply evaluated [20] , it is possible to compute a piecewise-constant upper bound of |u(t)| for the entire control interval
This means that the sub-optimal controller is locally bounded, and this property will be exploited in the following section, in which it is shown that to ensure the stability of the combined observer-controller scheme the availability of such upper bounds is of crucial importance.
The Differentiator Unit
If the 2-sliding set is defined by the vanishing of the error signal and its derivative, the error signal being the difference between the signal to be differentiated and its estimate, a differentiator turns out to be implemented. In this paper we refer to the "super-twisting" 2-sliding differentiator, which is constituted by a couple of integrators driven by a suitable variable structure controller (VSC) (see Fig. 1 ).
The control aim is to constrain the output z(t) of the first integrator to track the input signal x(t) in finite time. As a consequence, the continuous input w(t) of the first integrator will result in being a C 0 -estimate of the x derivative.
From the scheme in Fig. 1 it results ( ) ( )
Provided that a positive constant X 2 exists such that
the differentiator control w(t) can be chosen according to the super-twisting 2-SMC algorithm [19] ( ) ( ) ( )
The vanishing of both the estimation errors ε 1 and ε 2 in finite time is ensured if the differentiator parameters are set in accordance with [19] ( ) 
The Combined Observer-Controller Scheme
When the stabilization problem of system (1), (6) , (14) is faced with partial state availability, due to the system structure we are considering, the use of a differentiator is the procedure of choice to get the on-line estimation of the unmeasurable state variable x n
The combined scheme we propose consists in coupling the sub-optimal controller and the differentiator based on the super-twisting algorithm (see Fig. 2 ). To motivate our choice, we need to consider the following facts. Both algorithms require the knowledge of piecewise-constant bounds of the relevant uncertainties, which depend on x and u. The computation of such bounds is based on the assumption that the uncertainties are bounded in any
The problem is to find X m , U m and, correspondingly, to define the parameters of the control scheme to achieve the twofold task:
1. The evolution of x and u under the action of the proposed algorithm does not leave the pre-specified bounded regions (37), (38). 
(43) Q x , Q σ being properly defined constants (see [11] 
Proof. See the Appendix.
Implementation Issues
The Moreover, some phenomena which are due to the real nature of the control and measurement devices must be taken into account. More specifically, as to the controller unit, the perfect knowledge of the time instants at which ( ) t σ is zero would require the availability of an infinitebandwidth peak detector, which is an ideal device. In real applications, the use of an approximate peak detector must be considered [11, 20] .
The algorithm for the approximate estimation of the sequence k M t is reported below.
Algorithm 1
where δ>0 is the measurement delay.
It has been proved [11, 20] that the estimation error is such that
which implies that
As a result, the real sliding motion occurs in the neighborhood of the sliding set [11, 20] ( )
which is the typical accuracy featured by real 2-SMC schemes.
The proposed differentiator can be proved to be robust against measurement noises. Assume that the signal to be differentiated is affected by small noise in modulus less than Ω; the error of the proposed differentiator is directly proportional to Ω whatever the measurement interval [19] .
Due to switching imperfections and/or measurement errors, the differentiator unit introduces a bounded error on the estimated derivative, which causes a bounded mismatching between the sliding quantity σ and its 
where k is a constant which depends on the controller parameters, then the effect of a bounded noise is counteracted [17] . The corresponding real sliding accuracy can be proved to be given by
Practically, the delay δ is heuristically tuned since (54) turns out to be very conservative.
The resulting accuracy is the typical one exhibited by 2-SMC schemes [9] , and the above approach appears to be similar to that proposed in [21] for the twisting algorithm.
Simulation Results
Consider system (1), (6) 
The practical rule to obtain convergence is to increase R k , W, λ and δ and to decrease α * , keeping in mind that the larger the parameters are taken, the worst the accuracy is.
The simulations are carried out by fixed-step RungeKutta ODE4 method, with step d=5 10 -5 . 
Conclusions
The stabilization problem for a class of nonlinear systems with incomplete state availability has been solved by means of a combined differentiator-controller scheme based on second order sliding modes. The differentiator transient time t * is such that ( )
k being a proper constant [19] .
By assumption, taking into account (29) and (31)-(34), |ε 2 (t i )|≤X n i . During this first transient, the control u is set to zero, and, by (A4)
Choose a desired maximum reaching time T * , and set the 
The above relationships are based on the existence and knowledge of the upper bound Φ k . To prove that such a bound exists, and to find an overestimate k Φ , an algebraic loop has to be solved. In fact, the control amplitude must depend on the uncertainty bound, but, at the same time, the uncertainty bound depends on the control through the uncertain, state-dependent, term ϕ(t).
The following chain of inequalities can be written: In this time interval, the state norm can be upper bounded as in (A3). By (9) , (16) and (A10), the control satisfies the bound in (47), and nM X can be modified as in (46),
.
The constant γ 2 in (A9) can be evaluated as ( 
